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With a reduction of energy budgets and increasing aggregation of different applications, reconfigurable computing system

is becoming a promising platform for future system-on–a-chip (SoC) designs. This paper presents a project-based course

on reconfigurable computing systems. With the aid of an education platform, students learn to design their own mixed-

grained reconfigurable architectures and implement a cryptographic algorithm. Combining both fine-grained Field-

Programmable Gate Array (FPGA) and coarse-grained reconfigurable architectures (CGRAs), the course provides

students an integrated view of reconfigurable computing system following the up-to-date scientific development in this

area. Also, students gain practical hands-on experience of designing reconfigurable computing system using hardware-

software co-designmethodology.More than fifty students participate a comprehensive survey after the course and twelve

faculty members of the similar research interests also appraise the course. Both the survey feedback and the course

assessment confirms that the objectives of the course are well achieved.
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1. Introduction

Combining the performance of application specific

integrated circuits (ASICs) and the flexibility of

general purpose processors (GPPs), reconfigurable

computing fabrics are now of broad interests [1–3].

Courses on reconfigurable architectures are taught

widely in academia [4–8]. Traditionally, students

learn reconfigurable computing system through
programming the field programmable gate array

(FPGA) with the hardware description language

(HDL) based design flow [4–7]. Advanced courses

for graduate students may also cover topics such as

the cooperation of programmable logics and soft

cores on FPGAs, the utilization of embedded mod-

ules on FPGAs [8].

In addition to traditional fine-grained FPGAs,
recent development shows that academia and indus-

try are both interested in coarse-grained reconfigur-

able architectures (CGRAs) [9–11]. Sacrificing the

bit-level reconfigurability ofFPGA in trade of lower

power consumption and shorter reconfiguration

time, CGRAs are viewed as a promising trend for

computing.Mixed-grained architectures [12, 13] are

also proposed to combine the advantage of fine-
grained and coarse-grained architectures. To equip

graduate students with the up-to-date development

in reconfigurable computing, this course is designed

with both fine- and coarse-grained reconfigurable

computing fabrics. Through a series of lab projects,

they can apply theoretical concepts into practice

and reinforce the understanding. Project-based

methodology has been widely utilized in the
FPGA-related engineering courses but CGRAs

have been seldom involved [14–16]. For this
course, both FPGA and CGRA are both included

in the projects. There are four primary objectives of

this course and by completing this course students

are supposed to be able to:

(1) design a reconfigurable computing system with

verified performance and gain practical hands-

on experience of the hardware /software (HW/

SW) co-design methodology during the design

process;
(2) understand the key criteria describing reconfi-

gurable computing systems including granular-

ity, reconfigurability, interface, depth of

programmability, computation model, etc.;

(3) learn the trade-off in the reconfigurable com-

puting system design and the impact of design

decision on different metrics (performance,

area, power consumption, flexibility, logical
complexity);

(4) comprehend the essence of collaboration

between fine-grained and coarse-grained recon-

figuration fabrics.

2. Background

2.1 Context

The target audience of this course is first/second

year graduate students who are planning to conduct
research in reconfigurable computing or related

areas. The prerequisite of students’ abilities is

basic understanding of computer architecture. The

knowledge of processor architecture and the pro-

gramming language SystemC is optional. The par-
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ticipants of the course have various backgrounds.

Some of them, majored in microelectronics, are

familiar with digital circuit design. While some of

them have the background of computer science but

are also interested in circuit design.

2.2 Educational platform

For the lab modules, a dedicated educational plat-

form is designed to help students learn about the up-

to-date characteristics of reconfigurable computing

system. As shown in Fig. 1, the platform consists of

three parts: the simulator, the hardware infrastruc-

ture and the compiler.
The simulator is coded in SystemC [17] using SoC

Designer [18]. With the help of the simulator,

students can easily model reconfigurable architec-

ture and quickly estimate the performance of var-

ious designs. The hierarchical architecture has three

abstraction levels: ProcessingElement (PE), Proces-

sing Element Array (PEA) and Reconfigurable

Processing Unit (RPU). From different levels, a
set of architectural parameters reflecting important

design decisions are extracted, and the parameter

definitions are provided with the classes of each

module. Students can generate an RPU simply by

instantiating provided classes and defining para-

meters. The cycle accurate simulation mechanism

and dedicated modeling techniques can give accu-

rate estimation in performance, power and area for
each design.

To fill the gap between simulation and real world

implementation, a hardware platform is provided to

verify students’ designs. Multiple granularities are

achieved by including two large-scale FPGAs on

motherboard and eight coarse-grained reconfigur-

able arrays on daughterboard as shown in Fig. 2.

With these RPUs, experiments of parallel and
collaborative computing among the coarse-grained

and fine-grained fabrics could be performed.

As an auxiliary tool, the C-based compiler trans-

lates ANSI C description of applications to the

configuration contexts of RPU. The process of

compilation is to ‘‘type and enter’’ in command

line for simplification. By using the proposed com-

piler, hot codes are extracted from the C code, and

then are transformed to data flow graphs (DFGs).

Then the DFGs are passed to the back-end proces-

sing to generate configuration contexts for reconfi-

gurable fabrics.

3. Project-based course

3.1 Course overview

Before the hands-on projects, four sessions of

theoretical lectures are given to the students. The

content of the lectures is summarized as follows:

1. Introduction of reconfigurable computing. It

includes fundamental concepts and the devel-

opment of reconfigurable computing.
2. High-level architecture of the reconfigurable

computing system. This session involves both

the hardware architecture and the compiler of

reconfigurable computing systems.

3. Key techniques implemented in reconfigurable

computing systems. These techniques include

dynamic and partial reconfiguration, reconfi-

gurable computing for computation-intensive
and control-intensive applications, compila-

tion techniques for reconfigurable computing

systems, etc.

4. Preparation for the lab modules. The overview

of the lab modules is briefly introduced and the

background information of the target applica-

tion is also given to students.

Since the reconfigurable computing is a new
concept for most students, theoretical lectures are

far from satisfying for students to fully understand.

Hands-on projects are essential to help students

comprehend the key features of reconfigurable

computing as well as the process of designing a

reconfigurable computing system. Students are

divided into several groups with three or four

students for each group. Students design their
systems in the simulator based on the characteristics

of the target application, after which the template-

based compiler is used to generate the contexts for

the application. Finally, the hardware platform is

utilized to verify their design.
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Fig.1 Block diagram of the platform for the course of reconfigur-
able computing systems.

Fig. 2. Overview of the hardware infrastructure.



3.2 Lab modules

The goal of the lab modules is to design a mix-

grained reconfigurable architecture and implement
advanced encryption standard (AES) on the system.

AES is chosen as the target application because of

two primary reasons. One is that reconfigurable

architectures are emerging as a promising solution

for security applications by maintaining both flex-

ibility and high energy efficiency [19–21]. Choosing

a cryptographic algorithm follows one of the latest

trends for reconfigurable computing. The other
reason is that AES contains not only computa-

tion-intensive but also control-intensive operations.

It also has its own characteristics which need to be

dealt with. Different types of sub-tasks give student

various choices in the design space exploration.

The project consists of four lab modules covering

seven steps of design flow as shown in Table 1. The

overview and correlation between these steps invol-
ving the educational platform are shown in Fig. 3.

Module I acquaint students with overview of four

modules to be completed. Also, the demonstration

of the educational platform is also given. Students

then start with the application analysis to determine

which part of AES should be offloaded to the

reconfigurable fabrics. Some kernels are mapped

onto RPUs and the rest is executed on the host
processor implemented by FPGA. Students can

choose to connect RPUs to the host processor via

bus or coprocessor interface by configuring the

FPGA. The resulting performance of these two

types of interface can be compared and therefore

students get a basic grasp of interface between
heterogeneous modules. Then based on the scale

of computation, a set of important architectural

parameters are determined. These tasks are assigned

in the fourth lecture, and students are required to

prepare for the lab module beforehand. By the end

of this session, the lab organizer and demonstrators

check the design of each student before they proceed

to the next module.
Module II focus on the usage of the compiler.

With the help of the compiler, convenient and

accurate iteration of different designs can be imple-

mented since more choices of architecture para-

meters and organizations are provided. Students

start with define the parameters of the architecture

in the compiler. The hot code, to be offloaded on to

RPU for full exploitation of the parallelism and
achieve the best performance, needs to be annotated

manually. As an optional challenge, student can

choose to further optimize the compiler by setting

up some pre-defined template. Then the user-guided

results will be compared with the automated com-

plied results. By the end of the module, an execu-

table file is expected to be generated by the compiler

successfully. During this process, students are
required to program and debugC language utilizing

DFG.

Module III involves evaluating the design using

the simulator. With a few instantiations and mod-

ifications on modules in SoC Designer, a prototype

is set and experimental configuration contexts for

RPU can be run on this system. However, in most

cases, initial results are not satisfying due to lack of
optimization. Therefore, after the initial trial, stu-

dents analyze the key parameters that affect the

performance, power and area respectively and

make improvement under the guidance of the lab

organizer and demonstrators. Iterations will be

terminated once the requirements are met.

In module IV, students verify their design on a

hardware platform.Configuration contexts are gen-
erated for those kernels to be mapped onto RPUs,
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Table 1 The content of the lab modules

Modules Topics Design Flow

I Overview 1. Analyze applications and decide which part of the application should be offloaded to
reconfigurable fabrics.

2. Define the architectural parameters.

II Compiler 3. Export these parameters to the compiler, write the annotated codes, and define the user-guided
templates if necessary.

4. Compile the annotated code to an executable file.

III Simulator 5. Execute the file in the simulator, and profile the statistics in simulator.
6. Analyze the performance, power and area characters to check whether the results meet the

expectation, otherwise go back to step 1.

IV Hardware 7. Verify their design on hardware infrastructure.

Fig. 3. Overview of the workflow of the educational platform.



while bit-stream is generated for those tasks to be

implemented on FPGA. Through a series debug-

ging, running AES on the hardware platform is the

first step. The performance is also required to be

comparedwith the simulated results. The real-world

implementation gives students a sense of accom-
plishment.

3.3 Course observations

During the lab modules, the lab organizer and

demonstrators are there to help students with pro-

blems and check their design when necessary. Their

observations in terms of common problems stu-

dents encountered during the course are summar-
ized as follows.

When design the MixColumn, some students use

polynomial multiplier as a straightforward way.

However, the profiled results, area in particular,

are far from satisfying. After analysis, the dedicated

polynomial multiplier is identified as the main

problem. Students then decide to go back utilizing

the basic logic and arithmetic operators in Arith-
metic Logic Units (ALUs) with a few steps to

implement MixColumn. Although the number of

cycles is increased, the performance can be

improved through pipeline. After the modification,

the area and power consumption are both reduced.

The S-Box is identified as the most computation-

intensive sub-algorithm in AES. Students choose to

implement S-box by the 4-bit Galois Field (GF)
operation since the ALUs in the reconfigurable

fabrics are not as flexible as the Look-Up Table in

FPGAs. This results in a 16� 16 PEA with 4-bit

granularity for each PE. The area of each PEA is

much larger than the previous one due to the routing

overhead, which can be derived from the area

estimation in the simulator. To set up the reconfi-

gurable fabric in the simulator, students have to
modify the RTL code for the ALU to add support

for the operations inGalois Field. Bymodifying the

function of ALUs, students can practice RTL

coding in addition to the high-level programming.

When generating the configuration contexts, they

encounter another problem. Operations in Galois

Field are bit-wise operations that cannot be

expressed effectively in C-language, and it is even
more difficult to allocate the PE resources in the

compiler. Students decide to generate the config-

uration contexts of S-Box all by hand. Generating

part of configuration contexts by hand gives stu-

dents a deeper understanding of coarse-grained

reconfigurable architecture.

4. Evaluation

4.1 Student Assessment

The assessment of students’ performance is based

on three parts: lab modules (40%), final reports

(30%) and individual interview (30%). At the end

of each module, students are signed off by the lab

organizer or demonstrators. The results and the

notes on the log book will be marked and the

score for each module takes 10% of the overall
marks. The final report is submitted in group, and

students should state their analysis of target appli-

cation, describe important decisions in design pro-

cess and present their final results. In addition,

several mandatory questions are given to them to

answer in the report. Detailed information of these

questions will be given in Section 4.2. To make sure

that each student fully understands their report, an
individual interview is arranged.

4.2 Course assessment

The statistics of themarks obtained by student from

lab modules, final reports and interviews are cate-

gorized by the key points of learning in each course

objective (Section I) as shown in Table 2. The
marks, calculated on the scale from 10 to 0, reflect

how students have acquired the relevant knowledge

of reconfigurable computing systems through the

course in a straightforward way.

As shown inTable 2, themarks for the key criteria

describing the characteristics of reconfigurable

computing systems are quite high in general. It

confirms that the abstract definitions become expli-
cit with the examples in the lab projects. Similar

conclusion can also be made for the design tradeoff

and the collaborative computing. Students are

proved to comprehend most of the key points very

well except for the two points mentioned in the

interviews. These two points of knowledge are

extended from the course which have not been

fully discussed in the course. This suggests that
more efforts are needed to inspire students to

think on their own initiative. For the hands-one

experience, most students can accomplish the tasks

in each step with the help of teachers. The speed and

the independence are also considered during the

marking process. User-guided templates are

optional for students to optimize the design. A few

students find it difficult while some students have
done this job very well. In summary, Table 2 shows

that the characteristics of reconfigurable processor

and HW/SW co-design methodology are well

received by students.

After the course, a satisfaction survey is also

conducted anonymously with the help of educa-

tional administration system and more than fifty

participants of the course have responded to the
survey. Statistics results of the survey are summar-

ized inTable 3 andmarks are given between 10 and0

representing strongly satisfied to not satisfied at all.

Table 3 shows that students are quite satisfied the
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Table 2 The average and standard deviation of the marks obtained by students for each point of learning categorized by the course
objectives (the number of participants: 53)

Objectives
Course
Arrangement Detailed Information Avg. Dev.

(1) Hands-on
experience

Module I Analysis of the characteristics of the target application. 8.38 3.01
The hierarchical modeling strategy for reconfigurable computing. 9.17 2.3
Identification of the hot codes (computation-intensive part). 8.92 1.74

Module II The architectural parameters are correctly defined in compiler. 8.62 2.05
The codes are annotated. 10 0
User-guided templates are defined and the explanation. 7.33 3.54
Successful creation of executable file. 10 0

Module III Demonstration of profiling performance, power and area. 9.02 0.98

Module IV Generate bit-stream for FPGA and configurable context for RPUs 9.66 1.14
Demonstration of running AES on the hardware platform. 10 0
Analysis of performance, power and area compared with the simulated
results.

8.69 1.92

(2) Key Criteria Module I The value of architectural parameters (granularity, size of the PEA, and
etc.).

9.81 0.40

Final report The relationship between the granularity of the computing fabrics and
applicable functions.

9.78 0.62

Themethods to implement different interfaces on reconfigurable computing
fabrics.

8.72 1.54

The reason that different computationmodels could be implemented on the
same hardware for reconfigurable computing system.

8.45 1.26

Interview The difference between fine- and coarse- grained reconfigurable computing
fabrics.

10 0

The difference between dynamic and static reconfiguration; 9.69 0.45
The benefits of dynamic reconfiguration; 9.33 1.07

(3) Design
Trade-off

Module III Analysis of the simulated results compared to the expected resulted. 9.29 0.99
Description of the solution to improve the design. 9.11 0.84

Final report The correlation between performance, power and area. 9.21 1.37
The fundamental cause of interconnection among them. 8.78 1.82

Interview Methods to balance these factors based on different requirement. 8.29 2.60

(4) Collaborative
Computation

Module I Determine the modules to be offloaded onto the reconfigurable computing
fabrics.

9.09 1.79

Explanation of the partition decision. 9.65 3.2
Final report The concept and the benefit of the collaborative computing. 9.42 1.99

The mechanism of collaborative computing between the fine-and coarse-
grained computing fabrics.

8.77 2.10

Interview The key techniques to implement parallel computing among various
computing fabrics.

8.50 1.61

Table 3 Results of student satisfaction questionnaire (the number of participants: 53)

Category Factors for satisfaction Avg. Dev.

During the course Course structure arrangement 8.63 1.61
Theoretical lectures 8.24 1.28
Demonstration through lab projects 9.21 0.66
Teamwork for lab modules 9.46 1.39
User-experience of the platform 8.87 1.44
Workload of debugging 8.23 1.70
Methods of assessment 8.87 1.14

After the course Knowledge consolidation 9.12 0.79
Hands-on practical experience 9.27 0.63
Motivations and interests 9.18 1.17
Support for future research 9.20 0.73



project-based form of studying and designing

reconfigurable systems from the perspective of

both during and after the course. Some students

find the workload of debugging through the course
is a bit overwhelming. The increase of debugging

capability comes with long time of coding experi-

ence. Therefore, in a short term of course, it might

be difficult for some inexperienced students but the

course helps gain practical experience in a long term.

In addition to the survey among the course

participants, twelve teachers are also invited to

participate in the survey as a part of evaluation of
the course. Half of them are from Tsinghua Uni-

versity and they help with the interview session of

the assessment. Teachers fromSoutheastUniversity

and ShangHai JiaoTong University are also invited

to evaluate the course and they are all scholars of

reconfigurable computing. Some of them are the

supervisor of the students who take this course for

future research. The process of evaluation includes
the inspection of the course structure and the

educational platform. In addition, teachers are

also invited to drop in some lab sessions. Table 4

lists the evaluation results given by these teachers.

From the point of view of the faculty members, the

course helps student learn and design the reconfi-

gurable computing system effectively. Feedback

from teachers who are the supervisors of graduate
students also shows that the students who have

participated in the course aremaking faster progress

in their own research project than those who have

not. Therefore, these teachers claim that they would

encourage their graduate students to take the course

in their first-year study.

5. Conclusions and future work

Themotivation of the course is to teach students the

cutting-edge knowledge in reconfigurable comput-

ing through a series of lab projects. To facilitate the

understanding of the theoretical concept, the course

utilizes an educational platform including simula-

tor, hardware infrastructure and compiler to
acquaint students the design flow of a reconfigur-

able computing system.The four labmodules can be

considered as a mini research project with the

guidance of the lab organizer. Participating in the

course grants students with a deeper understanding

of reconfigurable computing and an integrated view

of HW/SW co-design flow in furtherance of their

own future research.
Feedback from students and teachers is quite

encouraging, but also reveals some limitations of

the work. For example, students find it quite diffi-

cult to the use of compiler in the educational plat-

form and the workload of debugging is quite heavy.

Also, the theoretical lectures are a bit demanding for

students to learn a novel type of computing system

in a relatively short time. To improve the course,
further optimizations based on the feedback are

now in progress. The automation of the compiler

will be further improved and therefore the prior

knowledge of the applications can be less demand-

ing. In this way, students can explore the architec-

ture design more freely and easily. For course

structure, the theoretical lectures will be arranged

in the intervals of the lab modules instead of before
them. This might further enhance the comprehen-

sion of the theoretical concepts if a relevant lab

project is followed.
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